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RESAD. MARTA MATA
prize for education excellence

RESAD director, Ángel Martínez Roger, receives the Marta Mata Prize
for Quality Education from Ángel Miguel Casas (General Director of
Professional Education) and Alfonso Hermoso de Mendoza (General
Director for Evaluation and Regional Cooperation for the Department
of Education, Culture and Sports).
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SSEERRGGII BBEELLBBEELLMorir (Die)
In their workshop, 4th year A1 group students have faced Sergi Belbel's
everyday characters placed in extreme situations in his play Morir (Die).
Decisions taken in each of the texts in each scene end in life or death. Each
situation is based on concepts of solitude or the lack of communication,
reaching a level of hyper-realism with which the audience easily identifies
with the different behavior of each character.

Nevertheless they are led inextricably to an uncomfortable outcome, which
only in the second part is resolved by a change in the chain of events. In this
production the actors have incorporated choral parts with voice and
movement; offering a breather from the atmosphere of suffering the
characters bear by tradition, without breaking this tension. «People always
must survive», one of the characters underlines, expressing how one at times
decides for another. By creating a common place, the actors have
highlighted that life is capricious and unpredictable.

Esther Movilla-Castillo

Photo: Ernesto Serrano

CCoommppaannyy
María Llinares Alberte Viveiro
Javier Prieto Helena Lanza
Paula Iwasaki Teresa Máiquez
Álex Pastor Javier Prieto
Nacho Martínez Guillermo Muñoz
Esther Isla Pablo Béjar
Nuria Vincens Álvaro Polo
Marisol Horcajo Carmen Barrocal

TTeexxtt::
Sergi Belbel
DDiirreeccttoorr::
Esther Movilla-Castillo
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AANNTTÓÓNN CCHHÉÉJJOOVVThe Three Sisters
The 4th year A2 Acting Workshop staged Anton Chekhov's play The Three
Sisters directed by professor Jesús Salgado. The students discovered in
Chekhov's tale a powerful story about human beings, a play which faces our 
most emotional side and teaches us to love our dreams. The 4th year acting
workshop aims to produce, rehearse, act and perform a work where the
students put into play the different areas of knowledge they have acquired
during their dramatic arts studies. It begins with the analysis of the text,
ending in its representation and presentation to the public. The workshop is
based on the autonomy of the student-actors, their creation of a character
and maintaining its importance within the artistic whole. The professors task
is one of tutoring and following the students' work throughout the different
phases and the evaluation of how established goals were reached. 

Photo: Ernesto Serrano

CCoommppaannyy
David Aguirregomezcorta Inés Recuero
Alberto Barahona Ángel Rodrigo
Ainhoa Blanco Antonio Rodríguez
Cristina Bucero Macarena Sanz
Fernando Delgado Luis Seguí
Cristina Gil Iván Serrano
Mapi Molina

TTeexxtt::
Antón Chéjov
DDiirreeccttoorr::
Jesús Salgado
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GGEESSTTOOSS PPAARRAA  NADAGestures of nothing
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GESTOS PARA  NNAADDAA

Photo: Ernesto Serrano

CCrreeaattiivvee TTeeaamm
La Puerta, Albano Matos
Artificios, Adán Coronado
El Columpio, Sofía Cruz
En Destrucción, Sara Gilsanz
Crisálida, Julia Fournier
La Ducha, Manuela Morales
Bernarda, Cyprien Rausis
Bloqueo, Julia Nicolau
La Cena, Víctor Algra
El Show de Lucía, Lucía Astigarraga
El Gurú, Carlos Mendoza de Hevia
Heroin, Laura Salido
Sin Título, Fernando Martín
Si te dijera, Pablo Gallego Boutou

Gestures of nothing is a series of acts. Our inten-
tion is to focus on the audience's emotions, parti-
cipating witness in this presentation of unknown
paintings revealing the artistic aspirations of a
group of young actors beginning their artistic and 
professional career. The scenes reflect themselves,
the theatre and the world in which they, and we,
live today.

Thus each performance explores the possibilities
of physical language or languages in contemporary
theatre, elaborating individual or collective strate-
gies for their staging. This series of impressions is
articulated by the formal variables each student
employs, each having their own way of communi-
cating what they want to convey. I do not think the
audience needs to understand the entirety of what
they see. The title and idea expressed in the cata-
logue* perhaps serves best to guide or inspire
each spectator though our, and their, experience.

Sol Garre

* Catalogue: http://www.resad.es/eventos1213/
gestos-para-nada.pdf

PPrrooffeessssoorr
Sol Garre
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New
directors
Professor: Juan Pedro Enrile
Photos: Ernesto Serrano y Julián Peña

During the first trimester of this year the Stage Direction Workshop for 4th year students took
place under the tutelage of professor Juan Pedro Enrile. Students Rebeka Ruiz Guerrero,
with Wake up Sleeping Soul (2), a collective creation; Alberto José de Paz, with The
Inheritance (3), by Bernard-Marie Koltès; Raúl Rodríguez, with Bullet Music (5), by Hugo
Salcedo; Antonio de Paco, with Beauty (4); Noé Denia, with Hamlet is not a Hero (7), by
Rocío Bello; Pedro Casas, with The Hare's Malady or Mr. Smiths True Story (1), by Javier
Hernando Herráez; M.A. Rodríguez, with Something is Happening and I Don't Know What
and Manuel Ibáñez, with Jubilee (6) by Alejandro Ruffoni. This workshop intends for each
student to demonstrate the application of the different areas of knowledge involved in
staging a play, from conception thru performance. Starting with precise conditions, each
student makes a personal proposal, formulating a thesis and an aesthetic, directing the
actors, conceiving the form of the performance space and sound space, etc. The professor
evaluates a written proposal, the rehearsal process, and the performance itself, which should
last between 1-2 hours with a minimum of 3 actors or actresses.

3322

11
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This is Shakespeare's most perfect comedy about identity. The
characters discover they are trapped in what is expected of them,
that they've assumed mistaken roles; beginning to understand the
truth, they start the road to personal liberty. With this production 
we have addressed Shakespeare's poetic language and the
conventions of the Elizabethan stage. The main focus of the
production is the instability and contradictory nature of love as well
as the capriciousness and madness of the characters in Twelfth
Night. Many thanks to the third year students who have
collaborated.

Nieves Mateo

J.B. Priestley's Time and the Conways, was the text selected for
the 3rd year A-2 textual acting workshop. Although J.B. Priestley
wrote the play in 1937, its human portrait and hypothesis posi-
ting time as the fourth dimension, is today, in my a opinion, still
operative.  Pedagogically the play incorporates characters at two
different points of their lives; providing a real challenge for the
students who have fully dedicated themselves to this production.
Many thanks to professors Miguel Ángel Camacho, Helena S.
Kriukova, Mercedes de Blas, Luis G. Carreño, Cayetano Astiaso,
Yolanda Rivero and Yolanda Mancebo.

Antonia García

Twelfth Night or What You Will
Direction: Nieves Mateo
Photo: Julián Peña

Time and the Conway
Direction: Antonia García
Photo: Julian Peña
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Course end
workshops
in dramatic
writing 2003
plan of study
Professor:  Julio Escalada
Photo: Julián Peña

The new plan of study spells the end of the course end workshops in Dramatic
Writing which I have spearheaded during the past three years, previously
directed by Daniel Sarasola. The course ends with a public representation in the
García Lorca Theatre of the dramatic writing creative output developed over the
first semester. This activity allows our students to understand the real artistic
and technical problems of staging a piece, in addition to its public reception.
With sadness we end this course, although the hours dedicated far exceed
those programmed, its fruits were magnificent. 

Julio Escalada
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During the first trimester of 2013, the RESAD has organized many cultural activities that form part of the learning process. Of special note: the
lecture Sex and Politics in Spanish Tragic Theatre by Jesús G. Maestro, the seminar Music and Words: the melologue, an unkown genre of
musical theatre by Germán Labrador López de Azcona, Director of the Music Department of the Universidad Autónoma of Madrid, the seminar
on Staging Spanish Magic Comedy in the Nineteenth century by Lise Jankovic, the presentation of the magazine ukränia, the seminar Post-
dramatic Theatre, by the director and educator Friedhelm Roth-Lange, the lecture-concert What Raquel Meller meant for the cuplé and viceversa,
by Olga Ramos, and visits by the playwrights Paco Becerra, Paco Zarzoso and Edgar  Chías, in addition to the actress Beatriz Luna, these last
two forming part of the Mexican company Dramaturgos.

Seminars, visits and lectures

Edgar Chías                    F. Roth-Lange                        Olga Ramos                   Paco Zarzoso              Germán Labrador           Paco Becerra
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On March 15 Carles Sans, Joan Gràcia and Paco Mir, the members
of Tricicle visited the RESAD: Paco Mir having last visited the
RESAD 10 years ago. Organized by Juanjo de la Fuente, in their
chat the three recounted anecdotes about their shows,
commented on what they have learned from the audience, their
failures, and explained how they slowly abandoned the techniques
learned at school and just started to use their imagination.

Seminar with Tricicle

Europäischer Prize
Opereinregie 2013
Scenography alumni
Rafael R. Villalobos and Sara Roma, RESAD scenography alumni,
formed part of the winning Spanish team for the Europäischer
Opernregie-Preis 2013 Prize, an international competition for new
values in opera. Their proposal combined Cavalleria Rusticana,
by Pietro Mascagni, and Pagliacci, by Ruggero Leoncavallo, into
one production. The team lead by Rafael R. Vilallobos will develop
a production of Benjamin Britten's Noye’s Fludde, in Wiesbaden
next October.

Scenography in the
Institut de Teatre
This past March 16th, 17th and 18th the RESAD set design
students visited Barcelona; touring the technical installations at
the Institut del Teatre, the Teatro del Liceo, the Lliure, Mercat, Grec
theatres in addition to many other things.

Edgar Chías                    F. Roth-Lange                        Olga Ramos                   Paco Zarzoso              Germán Labrador           Paco Becerra
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